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A collaborative platform
that integrates your applications
and your B2B ecosystem
One solution for your projects
EDI, B2B, MFT, BPM, EAI, ETL and ESB

GCI TradeXpress,
pragmatic integration
New business requirements present information systems with new
challenges: how to deliver the competitive advantages that ensure the
business develops and remains ahead.
Many aspects are involved: the information system must be opened to
external partners to enable collaboration e-commerce applications
must be implemented; organizations must be flexible; collaboration
between applications need to be facilitated; new applications, activities
and companies integrated; users allowed to manage processes; and
the main technology standards (such as those for building a serviceoriented architecture (SOA)) must be followed.
In this context, information system’s integration and collaboration
requirements have escalated in the last few years. According to
Gartner, 30% of the budget for every IT project is allocated to interfaces.
The issues apply to all of Electronic Data Exchange (EDI), Enterprise
Application Integration (EAI), data Extract, Transform and Load (ETL),
Managed File Transfer (MFT), and Business Process Management (BPM).
Over the last few years, the move towards Service Oriented Architectures
(SOA) has prompted the development of service-oriented integration.
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TradeXpress
The Generix Group is the first software provider to make a global response
to these demands, offering a single integration and collaboration platform:
GCI TradeXpress. This platform is central to the Generix Collaborative
Infrastructure suite, covering B2B and A2A integration and collaboration,
e-invoicing, and the use of B2B portals and communities.
GCI TradeXpress is designed for businesses with multiple integration needs
that want a pragmatic approach and a rapid return on investment.
GCI TradeXpress is already used by over 1000 businesses, and is acclaimed
by its users for its ease of implementation and rollout, its stability, its
individual performance level, and of course its wide range of functionality.

According to the French National Computing
Centre (Centre d’eXpertise des Progiciels
& des systèmes d’information - CXP):
«Its strengths make GCI TradeXpress a genuine
alternative to the major legacy EAIs and the
small tactical EAIs».

Main advantages

Murielle Guedon, CXP analyst.

According to Gartner:
Gartner chose GCI TradeXpress as one
of the 14 B2B Gateways in the world, and
estimated the Generix Group’s market
share in France at over 20%.

GCI: Generix Collaborative Infrastructure

• Single solution for your B2B and A2A integration and
collaboration projects
• Related services for e-invoicing, B2B portals and commu
nity rollout
• Your architecture is rationalized and cost of ownership
reduced
• Process-oriented architecture aligned to the organiza
tion’s business objectives
• Business indicators managed via graphical dashboards
• Turnkey solution, easy to implement
• Pragmatic solution with a very fast return on investment
• Choice of an on-premises or on-demand solution
• Already deployed internationally in 25 countries
• Support from the Generix Group during implementation
and a partner network of certified channel partners.

eXpress
GCI TradeXpress

addresses your integration issues
EDI, B2B, BPM, MFT, EAI, ETL and ESB

• Business Process Management: models and runs integration processes based on the organization’s constraints and business rules.
• Electronic Data Exchange (EDI): exchanges data between the business
and its external partners, irrespective of the exchange format (Eancom,
Edifact, XML or Ansi X.12) or the communication protocol (EDIINT, EBICS,
SFTP, O-FTP, SMTP, X.400, RNIF, EB Messaging Service or Web Service).
• Enterprise Application Integration (EAI): integrates the business applications.

• Data Extract, Transform and Load (ETL): synchronizes data and repositories between several sources, populates data-warehouse and decisionmaking packages, cleans data etc.
• Managed File Transfer (MFT): Collects and transfers data; provides secure
file transfer.
As regards architecture, GCI TradeXpress lets you choose between standard
hub-and-spoke and bus architectures (Enterprise Service Bus - ESB).
Generix Group has over fifteen years’ experience in the field of integration,
and can provide GCI Professional Services to implement the GCI
TradeXpress platform. The company thus supports you as you install, configure, develop, test, train, rollout and run your system. It also offers outsourced application maintenance.
Generix Group has also selected a set of partners certified by the Group as
competent to resell and to integrate the solution.
The GCI TradeXpress platform is marketed both by the Generix Group and
via a distributor network of channel Partners. The user may also move to
service on demand (GCI On Demand), which the Generix Group has provided
since 1999.
This service uses GCI TradeXpress technology, and offers the many advantages of SaaS: quick implementation, invoicing by use, guaranteed service
and availability, flexibility and reversibility.

TradeXpress Enterprise is based on the techniques used for inter-enterprise integration, so that it meets the
requirements of all intra-enterprise integration projects, including interfaces between specific applications or
ERPs, exchanges between heterogeneous databases, repository synchronization, data collection and transfer,
file transfer and information-systems rationalization and organization, etc.
TradeXpress Enterprise uses a single platform to deliver broad functionality: process modelling, format conversion, data-exchange and process monitoring, Business Activity Monitoring, transfer (of data, files, messages
and web services), secure exchange and e-invoicing etc.

GCI TradeXpress
is based on a wide range of components employed
according to the project
• A process modelling and execution engine, TradeXpress Modeler
• TradeXpress Monitoring , a unified system to control and supervise
exchanges linked to a BAM/BI solution, Reporting Manager for
TradeXpress
• TradeXpress Administration a system-administration and configuration
console,
• An engine for interface development (files, DBMS, EDI and XML) and
repository management, TradeXpress Designer
• A library of 70 connectors for different domains: EDI and XML languages,
transport, ERP and DBMS integration, technical requirements and security,
extending to compliance with particular legal constraints
• Related solutions for e-invoicing, B2B portals and B2B deployment.
The application offers multi-environment management, popular with B2B
operators and with large businesses that need to federate projects.
The technology organizes server use as specified by the user: by project
type (EDI, EAI, etc.), by entity (business services, Group subsidiaries, etc.)
or by technical domain (development, test, production, etc.).
The software architecture can publish the main application functions as
services and act as a service-oriented architecture (SOA). It is designed
for always-available applications using clustering, load-balancing and
virtualization. It allows for multiple processing and communication
clusters, which may be separated.

Process modelling:

TradeXpress Modeler
All GCI TradeXpress integration components are controlled via TradeXpress
Modeler. The modeller acts as an orchestration engine in fulfilling client
requests, including routing messages, controlling and enriching data,
translating files, applying business rules, managing simple and complex
events, organizing the workflow for each process and transporting data.
It is easy for the user to build functional or technical integration scenarios
involving integrating EDI or B2B commands, managing collaborative processes (e.g. GPA and RosettaNet), managing internal business processes
(e.g. procurement, invoicing and after-sales service), and synchronizing
between applications.
TradeXpress Modeler offers a palette of objects (Business Logic
Components) based on the standard BPML in order to configure the func
tional rules (e.g. choice, switch, case, synch, until, while, if, then) to be
applied during each process. The user may add and develop new Java
objects.
As an orchestrator, TradeXpress Modeler initiates processing tasks or executables based on most IT languages, including RTE from GCI TradeXpress,
XSLT from GCI Synchrolink, C, C++, shell, script, .bat and Java. It allows
requests from business players or components external to the information
system by managing calls to the database, to the inter-application messaging system, to Web Services and to Workflow. TradeXpress Modeler
manages easily the most complex alert or back-up scenarios (multi-level
alerts, forwarding alerts and fall-back processing) and reacts as appropriate to each event or non-event it monitors. In most modes, starting a process is conditional – on the arrival of files via an internal or external protocol, the arrival of messages in a queue, directory polling, an SQL request,
a DBMS trigger, polling an EDI mailbox, a scheduling timetable, an external
scheduler launching a process, or on the APIs for some ERPs such as SAP,
or for invoked/published Web Services.
Lastly, TradeXpress Modeler’s easy-to-read graphical interface, the comprehensive documentation it generates for each process, and its management
of versioning, project directories, process libraries and reusable components simplifies process maintenance and development.

Control and direction:

TradeXpress Monitoring
TradeXpress Monitoring is the primary system that controls exchanges
and activity. It tracks user work flows, manages alarms (refused requests,
technical alarms and business notifications) and business indicators, and
monitors technical areas (such as transport and processes).
It gives IT operators and business users consoles to direct activities.
The user can supervise the execution of a process in real time and even
interact with it (e.g. restart or stop it, or put it on hold). For each executed
process, TradeXpress Monitoring offers traceability data providing an endto-end view: the status of each stage in the process, data views during each
processing stage, clear-text views of files (such as PDF or XML), status
of outstanding acknowledgements (for EDI, the network or an application),
etc. It also sends data to a dashboard engine providing business-indicator
management.
It is accessed via the GCI TradeXpress portal, Web Access for TradeXpress,
which offers thin-client access to control functions. Apart from managing
exchanges, Web Access for TradeXpress may be used to build B2B portals
open to internal and external communities of users who have secure
accounts for viewing data, up- and downloading documents and inputting
data and messages etc.
These portals are entirely customised, both in appearance (colour management, corporate identity) and in content (traces on business items,
internal references and management rules, etc.).

Administration: TradeXpress

Indicator management and Reporting:

Reporting Manager for TradeXpress
Reporting Manager for TradeXpress is integrated into TradeXpress Monitoring
and provides real-time access to business or technical performance indicators that may be configured without requiring bespoke development.
This component integrates into the GCI TradeXpress architecture an engine
for data aggregation, reporting and analysis from one of the world leaders
in BAM and BI. Reporting Manager for TradeXpress provides a series of configurable dashboards and activity reports and formats them automatically
on demand.
Using the status reports, you can ascertain for example the number of
messages received at a given moment or the number of remote applications
connected, or respond to a business event, or view system information.
Reporting Manager for TradeXpress provides graphical dashboards that can
be edited on the fly, and hence cover all reporting and statistical requirements.

Administration

TradeXpress Administration is a set of tools and programs for configuring
the system and user accounts:
• managing system parameters (including daemons, processes, environ
ment variables and CPU management),
• managing and creating GCI TradeXpress environments,
• managing users (creating profiles, user assignment, authentication
management),
• managing WEB services.
GCI TradeXpress users are identified by a login / password and the application supports LDAP

Generix Collaborative
Data Transformation and conversion:

TradeXpress Designer
The Reliable Transaction Engine (RTE) language has been an integral part
of GCI TradeXpress since its conception. It is a fourth-generation language
designed to overcome problems in B2B or A2A integration, and remains one
of the platform's main strengths. It offers entirely open functionality and a
very high performance level, vastly superior to some of the non-specialized
languages available.
Designed to meet the performance requirements of the largest organizations, the language pre-compiler produces a C/C++ source program. The
benchmarks achieved by users show that the performance level is often
far higher than that of similar systems.
Using the language does not require advanced IT-development skills: the
RTE code is automatically generated by the graphics engine TradeXpress
Designer using “click and map” and intuitive interfaces.
The RTE language comprises around one hundred programming instructions, used as objects for processes that may be simple (changes to times,
dates, figures and characters, etc.) or very complex, with rules that combine and interact at several levels (managing the translation table, characterstring operations, mathematical functions, data extracts, file split/merge,
coherence management, etc.).
Specific functions such as impact analyses during code changes, obsolescence management, change data capture, management of the functional
dependency diagram, etc. may be integrated in ETL mode.
Several function libraries (including XML, PDF, FTP, LDAP and SQL) also
provide connectivity to the heterogeneous business environment.
With TradeXpress Designer, the user produces a variety of mapping scenarios: EDI/XML structure mapped to the application-file or database structure
(and the reverse), XML structure mapped to XML structure, application

TradeXpress

structure mapped to application structure and database structure mapped to
another one database. The software imports the target and source structures
to be mapped, including database models, XML schemas or DTDs, EDI messages and files from ERPs and particular applications. TradeXpress Designer
also has a large library of B2B/EDI standards (ANSI X.12, B2, EDIFACT, EANCOM, FIBEN, GALIA, GENCOD, HPRIM-HL7, LIDIC, ODETTE, NOEMIE, TRADACOM
and VDA etc.) and XML frameworks (CXML, EAN UCC, EBXML, RosettaNet,
and XCBL etc.).

Data Transport: protocol

connectors

A well-established leader in the EDI and B2B integration market, GCI TradeXpress
supports the main protocols for inter- and intra-business exchange, both synchronous and asynchronous, and provides connectors for most communication middleware used in information systems.
Thus GCI TradeXpress can direct around thirty protocols for a variety of purposes:
file transfer (FTP, E-FTP, E-FTPS, FTP-S, Secure FTP, PeSIT HS and CFT etc.),
access to EDI VANs or point-to-point B2B exchanges (Allegro, Dillicom, O-FTP,
O-FTP2, X.400 P1X.435 or Pedi, X.400 P7 and Tedeco etc.), exchanges with
banks (EBICS T or TS, Etebac 3, Etebac 5, G-COPE and PeSIT HS), exchanges over
the Internet (Ediint AS1, AS2, AS3, HTTP, HTTP-S, POP3, RNIF 1 and 2, SOAP, SMTPMIME and S-MIME etc.), Web Services and sector-specific protocols (RosettaNet
RNIF, HL7 Messaging, Presto, ebXML Messaging Service and CPAM etc.).
In terms of architecture, the TradeXpress Backbone agent allows you to move
the transport connectors to the DMZ, while retaining a centralized operation.
GCI TradeXpress was the first European platform certified by the Drummond
Group as compliant with the Ediint AS2 and eb Messaging Service protocols.
GCI TradeXpress manages collaborative processes for sector-specific frameworks, such as ebXML (ebXML schemas, CPP-CPA and eb Messaging Services
etc.) and RosettaNet (XML schema, PIP and RNIF). The platform offers connectors with MOM messaging solutions (JMS, MSMQ, IBM WebSphere MQ and
JBOSS), file-transfer monitoring and transaction monitoring (Axway, Tibco),
and manages Web Services.

Infrastructure
Integration with applications and databases:

ERP and DBMS connectors
GCI TradeXpress can interface with several hundred different applications,
either by creating a transient interface, or by using a connector. GCI
TradeXpress provides advanced format-conversion functions, maintains the
functional rules defined in the applications, manages integration-monitoring
functions and interfaces with the APIs for the main ERPs. The following leading ERPs are already interfaced: Cegid, Generix Collaborative Enterprise,
Generix Collaborative Supply Chain (WMS, TMS), Infor (Baan, BPCS), Lawson
M3 (Movex), Oracle Application (JD Edwards and Peoplesoft etc.), Microsoft
(Dynamics AX, NAV), QAD/MFGPRO, Sage and SAP etc., as are some vertical,
regional and sector-specific applications (including those in the agri-food, car,
advertising, hospital and health sectors). The application is SAP certified.
As regards DBMSs, GCI TradeXpress provides JDBC, ODBC and Oracle connectors that integrate with most current databases.

B2B communities Deployment: GCI

Community

Management
Data security: security

connectors

GCI TradeXpress has connectors to secure data. You can configure the security level you want (for instance, use encryption and electronic signatures)
and follow standards such as RNIF, EBMS, PRESTO and EDIINT, as dictated by
the type of partner and the data to be exchanged. GCI TradeXpress integrates several current cryptography toolkits (e.g. Open PGP and Open SSL),
and thus supports many security algorithms including RSA, triple-DES, AES,
IDEA, SQUARE, MD5 and SHA-1. It interfaces to related devices and applications (such as key files and card readers) It offers digital-signature functions for personal signatures (for instance EBICS or SWIFT) and an internal
database, Certificate Database Management for TradeXpress, to manage
certificates.

Managing the flow of regulated information
GCI TradeXpress is used to manage flows of so-called regulated information, such as that sent electronically to the tax authorities (tax and VAT
returns, etc.) or to customs and social security bodies (such as the combined social-security return) and that exchanged within the health sector.
The software has been certified by the French tax authorities (Direction
Générale des Impôts), by EDIFICAS for electronic filing of tax and socialsecurity information, and by Sesam Vitale for CPAM transfers. It is certified
by ASIP Santé for creating and populating personal medical files.

e-invoicing
GCI TradeXpress has specific processes and modules for handling incoming
and outgoing invoices electronically. The software has been certified and
complies with the extensive local and European legislation. The functionality offered by GCI TradeXpress includes controlling data, signing invoices,
archiving (locally or via CDC Akhineo), and finding and retrieving invoices
for tax inspections etc.
GCI TradeXpress is the first B2B platform capable of integrating all the tasks
associated with e-invoicing: process management, data transformation,
creating original tax certificates, data transport, archiving, combined monitoring and reporting.

The main challenge in EDI/B2B projects has always been in implementing
exchanges with B2B partners. To accelerate the development of B2B
communities, the Generix Group has added GCI Community Management
to the GCI TradeXpress platform.
This new B2B enrolment solution reduces the complexity, time and cost
of rolling out processes to B2B partners. GCI Community Management
offers, inter alia, functionality to manage rollout programmes, administer
the B2B-partner repository, share content, automate testing, provide
technical and functional certification, and report by rollout project.
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